
ThyssenKrupp Access 
Lifestyle redefi ned.

LEVANT - Chairlift for straight stairs

Enrich your lifestyle.



Developed in collaboration with orthopedists and 
physiotherapists, Levant is designed with great attention 
to ergonomics as well as easy operation without sacrifi cing 
elegance and high saftey standards.

Levant Basic

EASY INSTALLATION Levant is being installed within a few hours, 
without any works required to the walls of your home. With the wireless 
call & send stations, there will be no exposed cables or wires.

EASY-TO-USE Thanks to the ergonomically designed joystick, you are 
able to drive the chair in the desired direction eff ortlessly. With help of 
the wireless call & send stations you are able to call or send the chair to 
the desired fl oor. The seat of the Levant opens and closes with a simple 
gesture, reating more space when the lift is not in use.

HINGE RAIL If the space infront of the stairs is limited due to a door 
opening or passage way, it is possible to equip the Levant with a hinge 
rail. The hinge rail allows the chair to be parked in the middle of the 
stairs and frees up space infront of the stairs.

SWIVEL SEAT Once arrived at the landing, the chair swivels in the 
direction of the landing allowing you to get on and off  the seat safe and 
free from any hazards. 

ANTI-CRUSH Levant is equipped with safety sensors which allows the chair 
to stop smoothly in case of any obstacles or obstructions on the stairs. 

ANTI-BLACKOUT Levant is battery operated, allowing you to always 
complete your journey, even in the event of a power failure. The batteries 
will automatically recharge when the chair is parked at its charging stations.

COMFORT AND ELEGANT Levant Basic comes with vinyl upholstery 
which can be easily cleaned, an anti-slip footrest, ergonomic controls 
which provide ultimate comfort. The arm rests of Levant are designed 
to give you full support when getting on and off  the chair. Going up and 
down the stairs has never been so easy!

Quiet and comfortable:with LEVANT BASICyour movements are 
comfortable and safe.



Quality materials, contemporary and customizable design, 
and a high level of safety.

Levant Comfort has been developped to provide a chairlift which is 
extremely comfortable as well as off ering a modern design. Levant 
Comfort integrates perfectly in your interior and allows you to customize 
the seat with choice out of four stylish vinyl upholstery choices. 

Easy and intuitive, Levant Comfort is equipped with options such as an 
automatic swivel seat in two directions as well as adjustment of the seat 
height providing you with maximum comfort.

The rectractable seatbelts, ergonomically designed joystick which also 
functions as key,  and wireless call & send stations to call the chair 
to the desired fl oor are only some of the standard options of Levant 
Comfort, making your trip comfortable and safe.

Levant Comfort also off ers the hinge rail option as well as a Heavy Duty 
option with an increased capacity.

Equipped with a series of safety devices, such as anti-crush sensors 
and the anti-blackout device, Levant Comfort is the top of the range 
chairlift for straight stairs.

Levant Comfort

Extremely comfortable, 
Safe and easy to use:
LEVANT COMFORT
enriches your home.



Resistant to harsh weather elements, Levant Outdoor is 
certifi ed for outdoor use.

Levant Outdoor has an IPX5 protection which ensures total protection 
and resistance against the infi ltration of water and dust into the drive 
unit.

The chair, drive unit and joystick are water proof, the rails is made of 
anodized aluminium and uses stainless steel screws.

Thanks to the infrared call & send stations, the stairs is completely free 
of cables and wires, providing a nice and clean installation.

The batteries in the drive unit are using a low voltage, and together with 
the anti-crush sensors they provide optimum protection.

Levant Outdoor is operated with a joystick which also functions as a 
key, allowing you to lock and prevent the unit against unauthorized use.

Levant Outdoor comes standard with an easy to clean protective cover 
allowing you to cover the chair when not in use.

Levant Outdoor

Weather resistant, safe and robust:LEVANT OUTDOORis the perfect solution for your outdoor stairs.



SPECIFICATIONS LEVANT BASIC and LEVANT OUTDOOR SPECIFICATIONS LEVANT COMFORT

Capacity
138 kg (inclination between 28° and 45°)
127 kg (inclination between 46° and 53°)

Operation
Battery (24 V cc)

Rails
Rack and pinion drive system
Extruded anodized  aluminium

Speed
Max 0,12 m/s

Inclination
Between 28° and 53°

Power Requirements
Power supply 220/240 Volt, 2 dry batteries 12 Volt, 
7A/h

Application
Straight single fl ight of stairs with constant gradient

Commands
Wireless controls, joystick which functions as a key, 
two battery operated wireless call & send stations 
on top and bottom of the stairs, radio frequency of 
866 Mhz

Safety devices
Anti-crush sensors in the event of obstacles on the stairs

Installation
On the steps of the stairs

Optional
Heavy Duty version (Levant Basic only)

Compliance
CE

Capacity
138 kg (inclination between 28° and 45°)
127 kg (inclination between 46° and 53°)

Operation
Battery (24 V cc)

Rails
Rack and pinion drive system
Extruded anodized  aluminium

Speed
Max 0,12 m/s

Inclination
Between 28° and 53°

Power Requirements
Power supply 220/240 Volt, 2 dry batteries 12 Volt, 
7A/h

Application
Straight single fl ight of stairs with constant gradient

Commands
Wireless controls, joystick which functions as a key, 
two battery operated wireless call & send stations 
on top and bottom of the stairs, radio frequency of 
866 Mhz

Safety devices
Anti-crush sensors in the event of obstacles on the stairs

Installation
On the steps of the stairs

Optional
Straight or curved arm rests, vinyl upholstery choice 
out of four colors, automatic swivel seat and footrest, 
hinge rail, heavy duty version

Compliance
CE
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UPHOLSTERY AND RAILS LEVANT BASIC
VINYL UPHOLSTERY (EASY TO CLEAN)

UPHOLSTERY AND RAILS LEVANT COMFORT
VINYL UPHOLSTERY (EASY TO CLEAN)

UPHOLSTERY AND RAILS LEVANT OUTDOOR
CHAIR (PLASTIC)

CHAIR AND RAILS

Beige

White Aluminium

Grey Maroon Red Sisal

RAILS

Aluminium

White

Aluminium

RAILS

LEVANT chairlift
the perfect combination 
of form and function.

CHOOSE THE LEVANT WHICH SUITS YOUR NEEDS

LEVANT BASIC LEVANT COMFORT LEVANT OUTDOOR

LEGEND

possible✔
not possible

STRAIGHT STAIRS ✔ ✔ ✔

INDOOR INSTALLATION ✔ ✔

OUTDOOR INSTALLATION ✔

SWIVEL SEAT Manual Manual
Automatic Manual

SEATBELT ✔ ✔ ✔

UPHOLSTERY Vinyl Vinyl

AVAILABLE COLORS 1 4 1

ARMRESTS Straight only Straight and Curved Straight only

ADJUSTABLE SEAT HEIGHT ✔ ✔ ✔
ANTI-CRUSH, ANTI-BLACKOUT 

DEVICE ✔ ✔ ✔

CONTROL SYSTEM Ergonomic joystick Ergonomic joystick Ergonomic joystick

CALL & SEND STATIONS ✔ ✔ ✔

PROTECTIVE COVER ✔

OPTIONAL HEAVY DUTY ✔ ✔



or visit us on the internet www.tkaccess.com

Did we inspire you? 
Contact our local partner:
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